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matlab I have a large matrix that I'm using CPU to fill in (i.e. a lot of loops, no matlab's parallel functionality). Now
I want to fill a separate matrix "offsets" with the same values in each row of the large matrix. Is there an efficient
way of doing this, or is it best to just spawn more cores? A: You should try parallTask which is included in Parallel
Computing Toolbox in Matlab. From the documentation : parallTask is a task that can be distributed across the
available computational resources. Its typical usage is in the case when you first need to launch a task on all
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High Magnetic Fields. Coherence-selected EPR imaging at high magnetic fields is a promising technique for high-

resolution imaging of small organs, such as biological samples, single cells, and red blood cells. For other
applications, the achievable spatial resolution is relatively low. Here we demonstrate higher spatial resolution by

combining high-field techniques with pulsed magnetic field gradients that induce motion in the polarizable sample.
We show that higher spatial resolution of ∼30 nm is obtained. Moreover, millisecond electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) acquisitions permit comprehensive mapping of single nano-objects. To illustrate these two
applications, the lipid bilayer in an oriented membrane fraction of bacillariophyte Alcaligenes eutrophus was

imaged using continuous-wave spectroscopy. Electron paramagnetic
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